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Our View

Willimantic is the
real award winner
No community ever wants to be labeled “on the
decline.”
It means a city or municipality once had a period
of socioeconomic prosperity but, for whatever reason, is no longer enjoying the fruits of a community’s labor like it has before.
Think modern-day Detroit compared to prior
generations.
Willimantic, in
recent decades,
has had its shares
of ups and downs.
It has endured
negative reputations and fair and
unfair stereotypes.
The same
community
in Windham
County has been
labeled as being
“Romantic” as
Christine Schilke of the Connectwell as “Heroin
icut Main Street Center speaks
Town.”
during the 2019 Vibrant Main
Street Awards ceremony recently
These days,
the Arts at the Capitol Theater in
however, it is car- at
Willimantic recently. File photo
rying a new label
that we hope continues and one that cannot be just
be assumed.
It appears Willimantic is “on the rise.”
Those were the words of Christine Schilke, who
is the marketing director of the Connecticut Main
Street Center, a statewide group that promotes revitalized Main Streets.
On June 3, Willimantic hosted the CMSC for its
2019 Vibrant Main Street Awards of Excellence
program.
The event took place at the Arts at the Capitol
Theater magnet high school on Main Street in
Willimantic, with several towns honored for progress foward on their respective downtowns.
The only town in the area to receive an honor
that night was Hebron, a well-deserved award
showing progress as the rural bedroom community
continues to evolve into a pedestrian-friendly place.
But perhaps the biggest local community to
win was the host community itself — Windham/
Willimantic.
After all, Schilke said the CMSC doesn’t just
allow any community to host its awards gala.
“We like to ask, ‘Who has a good story to tell
that hasn’t been told yet?’” Schilke said. “We know
that Willimantic is on the rise and has had a lot of
really positive momentum, so we thought this was a
good year to showcase that.”
You heard that correctly.
In the eyes of a major organization committed to
promoting downtowns, Willimantic is “on the rise.”
That’s nothing to sneeze at.
But it’s also nothing Windham officials can rest
their laurels on.
While there has been much work done, there is
still much work to do.
There’s a massive, multimillion dollar rehab and
construction project to bring housing and commercial development to the Hale and Hooker areas
downtown.
There’s an apartment/commercial development
plan out there for the Windham Mills building.
There’s a downtown whitewater park, which was
a beneficiary of the awards program, expected
to open off Bridge Street on the banks of the
Willimantic River.
Yes, there’s a lot going on.
But there are some hurdles.
There are still empty storefronts and buildings
that need to occupied.
And the old Path Academy building downtown
is about to be empty as EastConn aims to open a
regional alternative high school elsewhere in town.
That will need to be addressed.
Sometimes, the local commercial development
game is more like a game of “Whack-a-Mole” as
one building is filled as others become empty.
It shows there is no time to rest when economic
development is the goal.
Thankfully, Willimantic has a bit of momentum.
It is, after all, “on the rise.”
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UTC deal upends aerospace play
No aerospace and defense company
has bet bigger on the benefits of scale
than United Technologies Corp. Its latest megadeal with Raytheon Co. should
be a wake-up call to its rivals.
United Technologies is merging with
Raytheon in an all-stock transaction that
will create a behemoth with about $75
billion in sales spanning jet engines,
airplane seats, missile-defense systems
and radar technologies.
There have been only four aerospace
and defense deals valued at more than
$10 billion in the past decade, and
United Technologies now accounts for
three of them. As for the others,
Boeing Co. spent more on publicly
disclosed aerospace M&A over that
period than either General Electric
Co. or Honeywell International Inc.,
reflecting a push to bring more of its
supply-chain in house.
Both Honeywell and GE have
their reasons for sitting out the
M&A rush. After former Honeywell
CEO Dave Cote made a failed
attempt at merging with United
Technologies in 2016, his successor,
Darius Adamczyk, has preferred to
focus on streamlining his company
and making small, strategic software bets. And while new GE CEO
Larry Culp has talked a lot recently
about eventually playing “offense”
via M&A, the company’s power unit
remains mired in a slump and offbalance sheet liabilities still loom
large.
GE’s challenges were just starting to come to light when United
Technologies CEO Greg Hayes
made a $30 billion play for Rockwell
Collins Inc. in 2017. Some speculated
the sidelining of GE as a counterbidder
was one reason he decided to jump on
the opportunity. Nearly two years later,
GE is still nowhere near healthy enough
to contemplate a credible competing
offer for Raytheon. But the consolidating landscape may prompt both it and
Honeywell to think more aggressively
about dealmaking.
United Technologies is still in the process of integrating the Rockwell Collins
purchase, which closed late last year.
Management is apt to be distracted as it
juggles that process, the Raytheon deal
and a plan to spin off its Carrier building-controls and Otis elevator units.
There may be an opportunity in the
short-term for the company’s rivals to
pick up market share.
Honeywell’s Adamczyk has made the
argument that scale doesn’t matter nearly
as much as the quality of the product and
has said he feels comfortable with how

Commentary | Brooke Sutherland
his company has differentiated itself.
There’s some validity to that. I myself
have been skeptical of the ultimate value
of scale at a time when Boeing is pushing for constant cost cuts and encroaching on its suppliers’ territory with its
own parts and services offerings. But
pressure will grow on small and midrange aerospace suppliers to merge to
stay relevant. And the sheer breadth
of the United Technologies-RaytheonRockwell Collins business will make it
difficult for even the biggest companies
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all the right pieces to become a clear lyst Dougla
leader in the race to develop connected
Any furth
aircraft. The Rockwell Collins deal gave space and d
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cost savings
Honeywell has made its own impres- customers.
sive inroads into the digital realm via
But Presid
its GoDirect software services, crowd- some conce
sourced radar and wireless connectivity last week,
tools, but it will now have to contend dampen co
with much fiercer competition. Boeing, ects. Either
too, had been hoping for a piece of the CEO Hayes
burgeoning connected-aircraft market. a dramatic
Stifel Financial Corp. analyst Joseph already rad
DeNardi said he had long seen the com- aerospace a
pany as a possible acquirer of Raytheon.
His rivals
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the grounding of the company’s 737
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Max jet makes large-scale M&A unten- columnist.

Your view
Editor:
Another letter for the magnificent
seven of the Windham Town Council
and the rest of their followers.
Here we are in June, there still has
not been a money-making musical gig
at the stage that went $500,000 over
estimate to be built. Now the magnificent seven want more money for a community center that most with common
sense don’t want in the first place. The

schedule. I will bet the community center will be used as much as the stage is
being used.
Remember that stage cost close to a
million dollars. Misuse of money we
don’t have.
Let’s get this together. We need a
committee to scout for bands because
whoever hasPowered
that job now
is not being
by QContent
successful.
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